
DEFINITION DIGITAL REVOLUTION

The Digital Revolution refers to the advancement of technology from analog electronic and mechanical devices to the
digital technology available today. The era.

As businesses moved to digital records keeping, the need for data entry clerks grew. It has increased and
improved the ability to communicate and find important information. Of equal importance to the revolution
was the ability to easily move the digital information between media, and to access or distribute it remotely.
They also became much more advanced than phones of the s, most of which only took calls or at most allowed
for the playing of simple games. While that may sound as if robots could replace humans in the near future,
this technological advancement has actually increased manufacturing output. Some of these now antiquated
devices include analog radio, the fax machine, VHS tapes, typewriters, mail correspondence with the
exception of packages , telegrams, and even landline phones to a certain degree. Additionally, it has made
globalization possible which has, in turn, resulted in more effective and efficient business productivity. The
argument behind this is that these digital advances are now changing the industrial sector. Additionally, the
digital revolution has surfaced two noteworthy characteristics across organizationsâ€”creating various
products and services, embedded with digital technology, and through the use of digital channels target their
desired audience. It changed technology from analog into a digital format, allowing for a faster and efficient
exchange of information. Cloud computing had entered the mainstream by the early s. However throughout
the s, "getting online" entailed complicated configuration, and dial-up was the only connection type affordable
by individual users; the present day mass Internet culture was not possible. The introduction of digital
technology also changed the way humans communicate, now via computers, cell phones, and the internet. The
decade indicated is the period when digital became dominant form. In the second half of the 20th Century, life
was transformed around the world as digital technology rapidly advanced and became more accessible. Text
messaging existed in the s but was not widely used until the mids, when it became a cultural phenomenon. By
the end of the decade, the internet was so popular that many businesses had a website and nearly every country
on earth had a connection. People constantly buy from on-line retailers and that trend is expected to continue
growing. In digital communications, for example, repeating hardware was able to amplify the digital signal
and pass it on with no loss of information in the signal. This revolution led way to the Information Age. In late
the population of the Internet reached 1 billion, [29] and 3 billion people worldwide used cell phones by the
end of the decade. The next major milestones in semiconductor technology were the invention of the
integrated circuit by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments in , [9] and the invention of the
metal-oxide-semiconductor MOS transistor by Mohamed Atalla and Dawon Kahng at Bell Labs in 


